The method of creating a flat solar concentrator (flat dish) by using a
laser radius

 Advantages of using a flat dish
1. It occupies less space than ordinary dishes.
2 - It is easy to build for everyone and does not require plate sharing
3 - Its focus can be easily determined very precisely anywhere in front of the dish.
4 - Its weight is less than parabolic dishes.
5 - It is easier to install on a rotating base.
6 - With this method, it is possible to make giant solar dishes easily.

 Disadvantages of flat dishes
1. It is not easy to clean like parabolic dishes.
2. It takes more time to build.
3. Cutting mirror parts and installing them requires care.
4. The loss between radiation energy and its reflection is more than parabolic
dishes.
Introduction:
Now we live in a time that using solar energy is one of the most important
methods
which can be used to save the earth life and it’s our duty to use suitable
methods in order to make simpler and better solution to provide clean
solar energy so that everyone can get acquainted with these methods
and their uses and I, in turn, have presented the method of making a flat
dish, to take small step in this way. The flat dish method is very useful,
simple and accessible for many students and researchers who want to
research solar concentrators. And it can made on a small and large
scale. A flat dish contains a large number of small pieces of mirror which
are attached to a plate with certain principles and according to the construction
plan, all these mirrors concentrate sunlight in a specific focus.
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Work explanation:
Because the sun is so far away from us, its light radius can be considered parallel,
so with a single laser radius perpendicular to our desired surface, the shining laser
radius on a small piece of mirror can be adjusted on the plate so that it’ s
reflection has been shined in a desired point called the focus. Like Figure one in
fact, by changing and moving the small mirror, we have to put it in a position so
that the laser reflection from the center of the mirror hits the focal point,
and in the same position, fix it.
Whatever the case mirrors used have a
smaller surface, will be more accurate focal
focus. But in this case, we need more mirrors
and the dish will be a little harder to make and
requires more patience and accuracy.
Definitely using larger mirrors with a larger
focus (low focal length) makes comfortable to
work with the flat dish. In Figure 2, we have
considered the red dot as the center of the
dish and you can see that the mirror is adjusted

Figure 1

and closer to the center (angle α) has a smaller
angle than the horizon surface and the farther away the mirror will create
a greater angle and that means holder base under the mirror gets bigger as it
moves away from the center of the dish but this is not the end, mirrors that are
close to the focus should have smaller dimensions, because otherwise their
reflection covers a larger area of the focus, which means a waste of energy in the
construction of the flat concentrator, this is clearly shown in Figure 3, in fact,
because the mirrors near the focus have a smaller angle to the surface, that
means, they are more horizontal and their reflection is divergent, and the use of
large mirrors near the center causes a lack of concentration on the focus and as a
result, improper use of the dish surface. Ideally, the focus of the dish is one point
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Figure 2
and in order for our dish to be close to the ideal, the surface of the dish must be
made of infinitely small mirrors, and this means that the dimensions of the mirrors
used should be close to zero, and this is not possible.
Therefore, if we want to create a flat dish with high accuracy, we should choose
the dimensions of the mirrors, especially those that are close to the center, as
small as possible. Figure 4 shows the calculations related to the angle, and we
can easily obtain the required items by inserting the numbers. For those who want
to make a precise concentrator, they must done all relevant calculations before
starting perform.
For those who want to make a precise concentrator, they must done all relevant
calculations before starting perform. In Figure a-4 the value of the angle α1 is
obtained based on calculation performed, but this angle is related to the reflection
of light from the bottom side of the CD mirror piece, that means point C is on the
F-focus.
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Figure - 3

Figure a-4
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But we need to have the reflection of the center of the CD mirror piece, means the
point H is on the F-focus. (Because in practice the angle adjustment is based on
the reflection of the laser light from the center of all the parts of the mirrors) but in
order to transfer the reflection of point H from point F1 to point F on the axis of
focus, it is sufficient to rotate the CD mirror by an angle Ϫα around the axis of point
C. To do this, according to Figure b-4 and based on the obtained angleα, we shift
the point C to point H, and finally the actual value of the angle α is obtained, note
the calculation in Figure b-4. Of course, since this calculation is based on the
angle α1 from Figure a-4, the calculation of C shift in Figure b-4 has very little error
that has very little effect on the calculation of α.

Figure b-4
It should be noted that the angle at all parts of the mirror of any length and width
with the surface of the flat dish surface is between zero and 45 degrees.
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Figure b-4 shows eight formulas for the flat dish based on the calculation and you
can use them if needed. Another method can be considered to calculate the angle
α, In Figure b-4, the following quadratic equation is obtained by combining the two
relations 6 and 7, and the exact value of the alpha angle is obtained by solving it.
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Of course, since the angle α is limited to zero to 45 degrees, it is only one of the
above answers of the equation is acceptable. Correctness of the angle α can be
understood by using Equation 9. For a better understanding of obtaining the angle
α, I will use the following two examples.
Example 1: We want to calculate the angle of a mirror piece with a length of 2 cm,
which is located at a distance of 4 cm from the base of the center, the distance of
the center from the surface of the flat dish is 40 cm. We have a problem based on
the assumption:

C=2

b=4

a=40

According to figure 4 -a

Now we shift the point C according to the relation of figure b-4: now we have

Therefore, the value of angle α for all mirrors that are placed in this distance and
Their length is 2 cm is approximately equal to 3.605 degrees and differs from
Equation 9 by only 0.03
Example 2: We want to calculate the angle of a mirror piece with a length of 2 cm,
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which is located 100 cm from the base of the center, the distance of the center
from the flat dish surface is 40 cm. In this case, the distance of the mirror from the
center is greater. And we have a problem based on the assumption.
C=2

b=100

a=40

According to Figure a-4

Now it's time for the shift, we have.

It is worth mentioning that the mirrors are located below the center or very close to
the center of the dish, they do not have much efficiency. Why?
Therefore, we avoid to install mirrors that are located very close to the center of
the focus. We can cut the dimensions of the mirrors into squares for ease of work,
but in this case, empty space is created and we lose some of the reflection of the
surface. Figure 5, drawn from the top of the dish plate, shows that the mirrors
should be cut almost trapezoidal, that means the same shape should be drawn
and cut on the surface of the mirror. The above figure can be easily transferred to
the mirror with a compass (special compass).
With a little care in Figure 5, we see that our view from the top of the page is
related to a flat dish that is supposed to be mirrored and each circle of mirrors is
attached to the surface of the dish at a certain angle and we see the length of
each mirror is a hypotenuse of right triangle,
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Figure 5

Figure 6
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And if a number of mirrors place on the bottom of the dish without angles as
shown in Figure 6 empty space (red) will be created on both sides of the mirrors,
also the length of the mirrors will be longer than the range of the circles, So if we
make the cuts on the mirror as shown in Figure 5, according to angle α when we
place them on the surface of the dish, there will be less space at points D and
more space at points C, and the farther we get from the center, the more
problems become apparent. Figure 7 looks at several mirrors that have been
glued to the surface of the dish from the horizon. So we are in three-dimensional
space And we can complicate the drawing on the mirror but what is the solution?

Figure 7
One solution is to be able to do a calculation for each series of mirrors in a circle
and cut them all into the same shape, that is, the circumference of the circle Ex
divide by the width of a piece of mirror(that this width should not be more than
diameter of the focus. Why?) In this case, we get the number of mirrors, which will
be decimal, now we get the circumference of the circle Cx and divide it by the
number of mirrors, In this case, the lower width of the mirrors will be obtained,
which also be decimal, After drawing these two circles and segmenting them and
cutting and obtaining the mirror parts, it is time to install them on the flat dish
plate,in this case, it is enough to draw the same circles with the radius Ex and Cx
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,that

has been chosen to cut, on plate of dish and glue the same mirror parts

according to the laser adjustment and the support bar(y) but the thickness of the
mirrors is always only one problem in making a flat dish, because their numbers in
installation change according to their thickness, Why? And calculation it's your
responsibility.

The second solution will be easier, but it is not more accurate than the first
solution, and that is to draw the same lines on the mirror according to figure five
and cut them. (We should care that the width of cuts should not be more than the
diameter of the center of the dish (d) and we should divide their width into two or
three parts if necessary for the parts farther from the center, if it is necessary). But
how we can move and glue these pieces to the flat dish plate with at least error,
figure 8 shows another view of a mirror piece whose upper circle is drawn with a
radius of BE, and if the mirror is lying down, the vertex D coincides with G, so we
cut the length of the mirror according to the size of CG and it is transferred to the
CD point during installation.
This fact is true according to terms of length, but it is not according to the width of
the mirrors, because the circumference of the BG circle is larger than the BE circle
and the BG environment accommodates more mirrors that do not fit in the BE
environment. Finally the best way to create less space between mirrors is to
calculate and cut the shears with the same dimensions as figure 5, and on the
plate of dish and set the BE value for all circles the same as the value of the BE
cutting circle on the mirror and add the circles related to BC on the plate of dish as
much as {CDBC+{CD-

that means the alternative value of BC is equal to
or b’=BC+(CD-x) that means the value of b can be drawn instead

of BC on the plate of dish.
Figure 9 shows the circles that should be drawn on the plate of the dish. In this
figure, the lower side of the mirrors are located at points
between C and

.
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. So there is less space

Figure 8

Important Note:
Usually cutting small parts on the mirror is a difficult task and the mirror
parts can be cut into squares for close distances to the center of the focus,
which in this case, it will be easier to cut and install mirror parts for short
distances, but I remind you again the square of the parts near the base of
the dish center should be smaller.

Calculating the amount is another
important point in design and construction
of the flat dish, usually at designing a flat
dish for the focal surface (for example
a small ball), a special diameter dish(d)
will be considered, For example what are
the dimensions of the piece that we want
to put in the focus of the dish, that means
the smaller the diameter(d) of the focal

Figure 9
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length creates the greater the focal focus and the focal heat of the dish will be
higher when the sun shines, But making the dish will be more difficult, and that is
because of the

, in fact, the lower the

Table 1, comparing

, focusing accuracy will be greater. In

and other parameters for different distance of mirror on the

surface of the flat dish is calculated by using the equations of figure number four.
Therefore, a series of information is needed to calculate the bed concentrator
basic, and they are: 1- The distance of the center of the focus from the surface of
the dish 2- The diameter of the center 3-The area of the dish plate.
With the basic specifications of the dish, we can calculate the dimensions of the
mirrors and their distances from each other. For example if the focus in our design
has a specific diameter d, how can we calculate the dimensions of the mirrors at
different distances of the dish that these dimensions have the best possible state.
To better understand the content, we will give some examples.

x
AB=a BC=b CD=c
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
°
40
5
2
4.271 6.713 1.99
40
10
2
7.706 3.728 1.98
40
20
2
13.90 2.081 1.94
40
30
2
18.97 1.538 1.89
40
40
2
22.97 1.281 1.84
40
50
2
26.07 1.137 1.79
40
60
2
28.50 1.047 1.75
40
70
2
30.43 0.987 1.72
40
80
2
31.98 0.944 1.69
40
100
2
34.31 0.887 1.65

y
cm
0.14
0.26
0.48
0.65
0.78
0.87
0.95
1.01
1.05
1.12

°
3.562
7.018
13.28
18.43
22.50
25.67
28.15
30.12
31.71
34.09

d
cm
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Table number one
Example 3:
We want to calculate the maximum length of a mirror piece that is located at a
distance of 10 cm from the base of the focus and the diameter of the focus is 4 cm
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and the height of the center of the focus is 40 cm.If we consider the value
we have

b=10cm

a=40cm

= d/2

c=?

d=4cm

=1.0240 cm
So the value of C was found to be approximately equal to C1. Therefore, the
length of the mirrors at a distance of 10 cm should be 1.0240 cm, but their width
can be 2 cm, why?
Table 1 shows that the farther we go from the base of the focus, the value of
becomes less, this means that the dimensions of the mirrors close to the center
should be smaller.
Example 4: In example number three, specify the number of mirrors and the
radius of the circles BC and BE for installation on the plate of dish at a distance
with a radius of b=10cm .
First we have to note according to Figure b-4 the path of radiation and reflection of
the mirror is from the center of the mirror, and in example 3, the dimensions of the
mirror pieces are equal to 1.0240cm*2 cm and the value of b=10 cm, so BE is
equal
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According to the obtained numbers, the number of mirrors is 34.6 and the top
width of the mirrors is 2cm, their lower width is 1.81cm and radius is BE =11.015
cm.
Important points at construction:

1. The surface that we want to place the mirrors on it (the surface of the dish)
must be fully aligned, calculate the circles on the surface of the dish according to
the dimensions of the mirrors and the necessary calculations for each distance
and draw them separately on the surface of the dish. The material of the flat solar
concentrator plate can be selected from different materials but it is better to be
light and not be damaged by water and sunlight, for example aluminum and
plastic sheets are suitable for this purpose.
To cut the mirror into appropriate pieces, divide the lines on it by the ruler and
compass marker, if you do not succeed in preparing a special compass, you can
attach a narrow marker to a regular compass, cover the center of the circle on the
mirror with a few layers of adhesive tape to hold the
compass needle. Consider mirror screen according
to screen size of main dish. For large dishes, use noncompass methods. Opposite figure is an example of
compass marker that can be used easily on the mirror
to draw desired circles, now, after drawing the lines on
the mirror, we use cutter glass to cut the mirror with a
ruler. In circular places, it is not needed to cut the shape into a circle and it is
enough to cut the chord. Now, after adjusting the parts of the mirrors with a laser,
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glue them together on the circles on the surface of the dish respectively. (To do
this, we can use a glue gun and at the end we can fix them with stronger glue,)
Mirrors near the center do not need a support because they make a slight angle
with the surface of the dish, but the farther we get from the focus, the greater the
angle of the mirror with the surface of the dish (angle α) becomes greater and it
needs to be supported, and according to Figure four, the value of (y) can be
calculated as a support for any distance, support can be can be cut from plastic
tape that made of y width and circumference of the circle BE then draw and glue
it on surface of the dish, and we lean the mirrors on it and adjust and glue it with
the laser.

2.Place a metal or plastic or wooden rod with a suitable length in the center of the
dish plate vertically and mark any point you need on it as the focus of the dish.
(The focal point is placed on the same bar and marked with the appropriate color) .
Of course, it is better to reduce the focal length from the surface of the dish in
small dishes and increase the distance in large dishes.

3.

Adjusting a laser is extremely important in the accuracy of making the dish, so

we should prepare the small, lightweight laser to hung from a place, such as the
ceiling of a room, in order to make an angle 99 degrees with the surface of the
horizon. The best way to do this is to use a small laser that is fixed to the ceiling of
the room with a relatively soft wire. Now, in order to place the laser perpendicular
to the surface of the horizon, first we turn it on and
then we place the mirror that is perfectly aligned with
the surface of the horizon, under its radius of
radiation. The reflection of the laser radius from
the mirror must exactly hit the laser output valve.
To do this, we should change the position of the
wire connected to the laser, then adjust laser radius
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on the mirror vertically that the laser radius that has no reflection on the ceiling
(around the radiation).

4. Calculating the thickness of
reflector mirrors is your
responsibility, but the mirrors with
the less thickness creates more
accurateness at work. Why?
So make a mirror that has the least
thickness and good image quality,
usually mirrors available
In the market, are not less than two
millimeters and are related to
the mirrors used in cars that are

Figure 10

more suitable.

5. Because the reflector behind the mirror of glass is made of metal (silver or
aluminum or ....), therefore, a flat dish can also be used as a radio wave
concentrator, for this, it is enough to spray the mirrors with a suitable color (for
example, gray).

6. If you look closely at table number one, you will notice that if the mirror move
further from the focus, the differences between to angels
that means the value of the

and becomes less,

will become less and this shows that farther

mirrors get out of focus with the slightest movement and adjusting them will be
difficult during installation.

7. At the end of making the solar concentrator, you can use a thin glass plate as
A dish protector against dust,but this will slightly reduce the focal power of the
dish.
Finally, I hope you succeed in building this type of concentrator. Of course, I tried
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to express the content in the simplest possible way, and if in this way I have not
been successful, you can fix this defect more carefully. Maybe some of you have
better solutions for calculating and making this type of dish and this is great. No
reference has been used in compiling this article and all ideas, materials and
calculations done by myself, this article can be an interesting project for dear
students and its publication is unimpeded by mentioning the name and address of
the site.

Good luck
Ebrahim Hashemi
20/08/2021
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